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壹、國文【短文寫作，占 50分】 

人生就像走在崇山峻嶺，必須踏穩腳步，才有出路；如果過於躁進，亂了腳步，可能就
會跌落山谷。所以有人說：一步一腳印，步步踏實、穩當，走向光明的未來。請以「行穩致
遠」為題，寫一篇短文，文長不得少於 300字，但也不能超過 500字。 

 
貳、英文【四選一單選選擇題 25 題，占 50 分】 

一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

【3】1. With a huge amount of family debt on her shoulders, Jane has a hard time coping with the ________ 
pressure. 
 elaborate  juvenile  massive  reckless 

【2】2. People who were ________ as children are more likely to have poor health and living standards decades later. 
 dedicated  maltreated  educated  distilled 

【2】3. To teach this sophisticated theory to the public, the scientist has to explain in ________’s terms.  
 humanity  layman  missionary  nucleus 

【1】4. In writing the summary of this book, you should ________ the original texts into just a few pages. 
 condense  dissolve  fragment  integrate 

【2】5. Sometimes I think the news gets a bit ________. I get tired of reading about the same scandal day after 
day, don’t you?  
 constant  repetitive  significant  bombarded 

【2】6. Sometimes an important event can cause us to have a ________, leading us to see something in a new way. 
 complexion  revelation  revenge  prominence 

【2】7. Single parents raising children without a partner’s support are ________ to financial help from the 
government.  
 renowned  entitled  improved  maintained 

【1】8. I feel so ________ stupid after saying that; it is really embarrassing. 
 utterly  bitterly  relatively  barely 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

【2】9. Although I have many friends, I ________ enjoy meeting people that I have never met before. 
 ever  still  even  very 

【3】10. John ________ for France in a week. 
 will be left  is left  is leaving  has left  

【2】11. If I ________ time, I always ________ the kitchen before I go to work. 
 will have … will clean  have … clean  will have … clean  have … be cleaning 

【2】12. Denise is ________ serious about her work ________ she rarely takes a vacation. 
 too … to  so … that  so … to  too … that 

【4】13. Many foreign students do not need scholarship because they ________ by friends or relatives. 
 supported  are supporting  are being support  are supported 

【1】14. If you want to succeed, you need to look at the top one competitor ________ in the same areas. 
 operating  operated  operate  to be operated 

【2】15. If traditional data gave enough information, big data ________ such an important marketing tool.  
 would have become   wouldn’t have become 

 would have becoming  wouldn’t be become 
 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 
Scientists continue to debate the cause of the dinosaur’s disappearance. One group claims the dinosaurs 

vanished after an asteroid smashed into the Earth; dust and smoke then blocked the sun for a long time.  16 no 
direct sunlight, the Earth underwent a lengthy “winter,” far too cold for the huge reptiles to survive. A paleontologist 
at the University of California, however,  17  this claim. He argues that although we generally think of dinosaurs 
living in swampy land, fossils found in Alaska show that they could live in cold climates  18  warm ones. 
Another group of scientists claims that the dinosaurs became extinct following an intense period of global volcanic 
activity.  19  killing the dinosaurs themselves, these scientists also believe the volcanic activity killed much of 
the plant life that the dinosaurs ate and, therefore, many of the great monsters who  20  the volcanic eruptions 
starved to death.  

【2】16.  In addition to  Because of  Similar to   Instead of 

【3】17.  confirms  relates  disputes  suggests 

【1】18.  as well as  similar to  altogether  but  

【4】19.  Moreover  Rather than  Even   In addition to 

【3】20.  transformed  removed  survived  adjusted 
 

四、閱讀測驗 
Avoiding L.A.’s traffic jams may be impossible, but the city’s colorful freeway murals can brighten even the 

worst commute. Paintings that depict famous people and historical scenes cover office buildings and freeway walls 
all across the city. With a collection of more than 2,000 murals, Los Angeles is the unofficial mural capital of the 
world. But the combination of graffiti, pollution, and hot sun has left many L.A. murals in terrible condition. The 
city, trying to stop the spread of graffiti, has painted over some of the murals completely. In the past, experts say, 
little attention was given to caring for public art. Artists were even expected to maintain their own works, not an 
easy task with cars racing by along the freeway. 

Now the city is beginning a huge project to restore the city’s murals. The work started in 2003. So far, 16 
walls have been selected, and more may be added later. Until about 1960, public murals in Los Angeles were rare. 
But in the ’60s and ’70s, young L.A. artists began to study early 20

th
-century Mexican mural paintings. Soon, their 

murals became a symbol of the city’s cultural expression and a showcase for L.A.’s cultural diversity. 
The most famous mural in the city is Judith Baca’s “The Great Wall,” a 13-foot-high (4-meter-high) painting 

that runs for half a mile (0.8kilometer) in North Hollywood. The mural represents the history of ethnic groups in 
California. It took eight years to complete─400 underprivileged teenagers painted the designs─and is probably 
the longest mural in the world. 

One of the murals that will be restored now is Kent Twitchell’s “Seventh Street Altarpiece,” which he painted 
for the Los Angeles Olympics in 1984. This striking work depicts two people facing each other on opposite sides 
of the freeway near downtown Los Angeles. “It was meant as kind of gateway through which the traveler to L.A. 
must drive,” said Twitchell. “The open hands represent peace.” Artists often call murals the people’s art. Along a 
busy freeway or hidden in a quiet neighborhood, murals can reach people who would never pay money to see fine 
art in a museum. “Murals give a voice to the silent majority,” said one artist. 

【2】21. Which could be the best title for this article? 
 Diversity in L.A.   Saving a City’s Public Art 

 Early 20th-century Mexican Mural Paintings  The Longest Mural in the World 

【4】22. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as the reasons for the terrible condition of L.A. murals? 
 The spread of graffiti.   The impact of weather. 

 Little concern for public art.  Less history of ethnic groups. 

【4】23. What is true about the famous mural “The Great Wall”?  
 It was designed by Kent Twitchell.  It was painted by 400 elementary school students. 

 It depicts different ethnic groups facing each other.  It is most likely the longest mural in the world. 

【1】24. According to this author, who are the possibly targeted audience for those murals? 
 Everyone.  Kent Twitchell.  Local Artists.  Judith Baca. 

【2】25. What does the author mean by “Murals give a voice to the silent majority” at the end of the passage? 
 Murals can speak up and make sounds.  Murals can reveal the feelings of the general public. 

 Murals can be a gateway for travelers.  Murals can represent museum’s fine art. 


